
MESSAGE FROM MR OLNEY, HEAD OF SCHOOL 
 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

  

Having worked incredibly hard to prepare our school site, our staff and our community for 

welcoming more children back this week; its been really satisfying to see everything go to 

plan. I am happy to report that the phased wider opening for Yr6 has gone smoothly. I would like to 

give thanks to my colleagues for all their hard work in helping to make this happen. I also want to 

thank our returning children and their parents for keeping to our systems and for being so  

understanding and supportive. 

  

We have never closed, our school remains open for key worker children, but this week the school has 

felt even more alive with additional children in the building. Throughout this period, my team has been 

keen to be in school with the children, because working alongside them, hearing them play and  

seeing them smiling is medicine for the soul, a great tonic and a welcome distraction in these  

uncertain times. 

  

I continue to be incredibly proud of my staff and their response to this unprecedented situation. They 

are constantly having to adapt their practice, develop new skills and keep on top of their usual  

duties whilst managing their own families at home. It was pleasing to see many of our children join 

their teacher and their peers for their Google Meets this week. We hope that many of you will support 

this initiative going forward. Please check out our YouTube channel to see useful 'how to' videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL-MFKR24nzPHdTKXBpZU7A 

 

Many of you will have seen the Government's announcement this week that plans for all primary  

pupils to back this term have now been ditched. The move to get millions back to school is proving to 

be a complicated challenge for the Government and the Department for Education. There are  

obvious practical reasons behind the logistical challenges, given the current health and safety  

guidance in place. Schools simply do not have the space required or the staffing numbers to  

manage this. Given the numbers we have in school, we 'currently' have only one classroom spare 

across our site and if the number of key worker children increases this space will soon be in use too.  

  

We now know that the government 'fully intends' to bring all children in England back to school in  

September provided they have made the necessary progress against COVID-19. We also heard at  

Mr Johnson's briefing yesterday that the Government are suggesting some kind of 'national catch up  

programme'. This is the first we have heard of this, so we await further announcements and future 

guidance as and when it comes. As always we will look to keep parents and carers well informed. 

  

Just like you, we are concerned about the impact an extended school closure is having on our pupils 

well being, attainment and progress. If you are concerned about your child or are finding it  

increasingly difficult at home do get in touch. We may not have all the answers, but we are here to 

listen and to offer our support.  

Best wishes 
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SOME HOME SAFETY REMINDERS 
 

As a school, we are doing everything we possibly can to keep your children 

and our staff safe.  While rules for us as a country might be slowly being eased 

by the government, we must continue to be vigilant about personal hygiene, 

self-distancing and the protection of our teaching bubbles, all of which will 

continue to keep our school a safe place to be. Choices you make as a  

family about how you bring your children to school, who your family has  

contact with and around personal hygiene are all key to us maximising that 

safety in school.  Please do not allow your children to socialise in groups or at 

other children’s houses.  Please keep to the restrictions on car sharing and on 

the number of adults who accompany your child to school. We would also ask 

you to ensure that your child, their clothes and face coverings are washed  

after being at school for the day. We appreciate that this may mean, on some 

days, that their school uniform may have to be supplemented by other,  

suitable, non-school uniform clothing. 

 

In terms of your children’s emotional well-being please can we also ask you to 

pay particular attention to the amount of time your child may be spending 

online and to closely monitor the platforms which they are using? Apps like  

Instagram, facetime, Tik Tok and others may appear to offer innocent fun and 

the opportunity to socialise remotely but children using them can unwittingly 

fall prey to the unkindness or malicious intent of others who they may well trust 

to be their friends. 

 

Thank you. 
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UPDATE ON THE FORTHCOMING ROYAL  

ACADEMY YOUNG ARTISTS’ SUMMER EXHIBITION  

 

Sadly the BVS artwork submitted for the above show was not 

chosen for this years' exhibition. The Royal Academy received over 17,000  

submissions and the judges had a very difficult job choosing. 

 

Well done to everyone who submitted artwork and please don't be upset - we 

can always try again next year. I have your artwork safe and sound and will  

return it to you as soon as it's convenient to do so. 

 

Mrs Pusey 



       SHOUT OUTS 

FRANCE 
Congratulations to France Class  of the week for this week - Isabel and Holly. 

Shout out to Esma for her incredible animation videos and inredible art work. 

Shout outs also to all the children who joined us this week and last week on 

Google Meets and brightened our days with their chat, laughter and news. 

 

Lastly, a shout out to Jamie who took part in our texture treasure hunt and 

handed in this fabulous work showing all the texture rubbings he collected 

around his house. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  Harry P Nouns Booklet       Lyla R Salt Crystals Science    Evie W Expanded Nouns 

Well done everyone! 
Mrs Cogley and Mrs Vincent 
 

SPAIN 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Charlie’s Ocean Scene          Scarlett’s Column                    Evie’s Column   

          Addition                Subtraction 

What a great week it's been catching up with Spain Class on Google Meet. I've missed  

seeing their faces and it has been a great way of raising all our spirits. It's also been lovely to 

hear all about what each other has been up to whilst being at home. I can't wait for round 2 

of the Google Meets in a few weeks time. Also, well done to everyone who is still working hard 

on Google Classroom and handing work in for me to look at. Seeing your work makes my day. 

It is hard to stay motivated whilst being stuck at home but the hard work you are doing now 

will help you so much for when we are all allowed to be back at school. Special mention to 

Scarlett, Evie, Reuben, Benji, Izzy and Charlie. 

Mr Warnes 

SHOUT OUTS YEAR 3 
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                          SHOUT OUTS  
Yr4 house point winners last week (1-5 June) RUBY! 

DENMARK  
Denmark class has been amazing as usual! There are so many children who have been engaging steadily  

every day and putting in a lot of effort. Thanks to each and every one- there are too many to list. However, a 

BIG shout out to Mollie and Bailey who have been particularly great at engaging with Google Classroom at 

home and have shared some really thoughtful ideas with me. 

It's empathy week and I am so pleased that so many children are planning on doing some kind things for their 

community! What a compassionate group of children Denmark are! Just one example of this is that Zach is 

growing garden produce and planning to share with his neighbours. 

I would like to send a big shout out to our hedgehog rescue squad, Abbie and Erin who discovered a poorly 

hedgehog and got him sent off safely to hedgehog hospital with Miss Jones. Coco (the hedgehog) is doing 

well and is expected to make a full recovery.  

 

This week's fabulous designs are for machines that do jobs that we don't like doing. These thoughtful ideas are 

from Georgia L, Ben B and Teddy H. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Mrs Steward 

 

GREECE 

Well done to everyone in Greece class and thank you for sharing your work and activities with us from home. 

Shout outs this week go to Lily C for her hard work on Google Classroom every day and Georgia L for her great 

attitude and perseverance. They have both produced some super work in both Maths and English.  

A special mention goes to James F for his fabulous Maths work this week, challenging himself to convert  

fractions and for his solid grasp of decimals. We are so impressed James! 

We also had some super photos shared with us. Here is Hayden R with his recycled rocket, Harry D's shoe box 

challenge designs and Poppy S experimenting with Skittles and water to create colourful patterns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      Harry D                 Hayden                                 Poppy  

Mrs Prescott 

SHOUT OUTS YEAR 4 
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SHOUT OUTS YEAR 5 
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                             SHOUT OUTS 

INDIA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Esme S           Leah                 Esme H 

    

    

    

   

  

 

           

                                         Zack 

Esme S wrote a lovely letter to Michael Morpurgo after reading Kensuke's  Kingdom in our Guided 

Reading sessions. Leah thought really carefully about the questions she generated for our new RE  

Enquiry on Pilgrimages, in preparation for her research. Zack has been super busy investigating what 

makes a good insulator or conductor, using materials that he found at home. Esme H has  

maintained her neat handwriting, whilst practicing her use of relative clauses.  Super job.  
A message from Miss Jones: 

I would like to say how very proud I am, of all you India Class!  Every day, the work that I get sent 

shows how hard you are working to maintain your learning whilst at home. I have really enjoyed 

catching up with some of you via Google Meets and hearing about all the new life skills you have 

been learning - we have some keen bakers and landscape gardeners.  Such a talented bunch! See 

you all soon. 

Miss Jones 

 

MEXICO 

Big shout outs this week to Verity and Megan. 
 

Verity has been working her socks off and produced some tremendous work. 

Her newspaper report, about portals in the park, is fantastic. Furthermore, she 

has been smashing her Nessy practise every week! 

 

Megan has been completing all her work. This week she has made a 

terrific biscuithenge modelled on Stonehenge, written her name in 

Hieroglyphs and completed a great newspaper report. 

 

Happy Birthday to Millie B this week! 

Mr Marsh             
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SHOUT OUTS YEAR 6 

                           SHOUT OUTS 

BRAZIL 

 

Well done to everybody who has returned to school - you've done a super job 

adapting to the new 'normal'.  

 

Well done to everybody who continues to work hard at home and send their work 

in through Google Classrooms.  

 

Well done to Lily - Great geography work about a toucan, Remi - Fantastic piece 

of artwork - Terry Frost inspired and Bonnie - Brilliant drawing of a flower.   
 

 

 

  Lily         Remi              Bonnie 
Mrs Graveling 

 

JAPAN 

 

Well done to everyone who has been in school this week and also to those of you who 

have been working from home.  Keep up the good work everybody.  

 

 

 
A fantastic commentary on a Quidditch match 

by Phoebe TG. 

 

 Mr Brookes 



SHOUT OUTS YEAR 6 
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                           SHOUT OUTS 

BRAZIL ’ONLINE’ -  From Mrs Sanders 

 
Great maths effort from Lily, Casey, Suzy and Zain. Some fantastic Quidditch  

commentary from Florence, Ruby and Annabel. 

 

Brilliant artwork from Remi and Bonnie.  The pattern on Remi’s zentagle 

pattern piece is striking and Bonnie has put a lot of effort into her observation in 

her self-portrait. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

        

  

  

   Bonnie’s Self Portrait          Remi’s Zentagle Pattern 

 

JAPAN ’ONLINE’ -  From Mrs Sanders 

 
A lot of inspired work in Japan:  

 

Allanah has been using her water colour and produced a very 

cute penguin. 

 

 

 

 

What a fantastic completed biography from 

Daisy about Pablo Picasso, I certainly learnt a 

lot.  Amazing use of pencil colour in her  

Picasso inspired pictures too.   

 

 

 

Great work also from Archie on his guitar playing. 



CALLING ALL YR6 PUPILS 

 

INFORMATION 
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ART CHALLENGE 
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